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Site Study

Site location

Historical Background

Site Condition:

A. Architectural conditions

Building Hight

Functions

Buildings age

Buildings materials

Architectural features

Structural condition

B. Visual Study

Façade typology and skyline 

Location Axiality 

C. Circulation Study 

Car Accessibility 

Pedestrian

Car parking



B. Visual Study

Façade typology

Typology is the study of types 

or the systematic classification 
of the types of something 

according to their common 

characteristics it is more 

related to the architectural 

styles of the buildings built into 

the district





The style study helps into the 

distinguish the shape and 

configuration of the façade elements 

and how does these elements 

arranged together



These studies are not only related to the elevations 

but to the general arrangements of the facilities



Skyline study





Skyline study

 The study of skylines are related to the differentiation of heights and 

outline of the relationship between the masses of the district and the 

sky.

 It helps in degerming where to put high-rise buildings and low-rise 

buildings and the relation between different outlines of the buildings



Axiality study

 The study of the urban fabric routs 

and the main visual ending points 

that dominate the fabric

 It helps in organizing the orientation of 

the fabric in both circulation and 

vision





Urban fabric study

 The study of the grain that 

dominate the pattern of the 

design of the selected urban 

fabric

 The study of space and mass 

and the percentage of each in 

the area.

 Study of FAR. And coverage 

ratio

 The study of style of built up 
masses in the area.
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